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Alternatives add some very beneficial characteristics to a portfolio, making them valuable assets 
in portfolio construction.  One such characteristic is the ability to act as a source of uncorrelated 
returns, thereby improving on diversification. The Glacier Invest Real Income Solutions provide 
exposure to alternatives through investment in hedge funds as well as private market funds.

Listed alternatives: Hedge funds

The philosophy behind hedge fund investing is essentially to minimise capital loss and maximise 
investor returns.  In practice, we identify skillful hedge fund managers whose return signature aims 
to protect capital when the market performs poorly and grow capital as much as possible when 
the market performs strongly. This asymmetric return profile of hedge funds is what benefits the 
Glacier Invest Real Income Solutions, as it acts as a return stabiliser.

Unlisted alternatives: Private markets

Sanlam Multi Manager International has had exposure to private markets for years and has come 
to understand the nuances of investing in them. Although these funds can offer very attractive 
returns, skill is rare and therefore we apply caution and in-depth research to identify the right 
opportunities at the right time.

Private investment funds aim to produce superior returns by:

Investing along the capital structure of a private company, thus allowing them to access 
opportunities that listed investment managers cannot;
Taking advantage of informational gaps that exist in certain industries since they get to 
actively improve the processes of the companies they invest in;
Offering a means of monetising the growth of the private sector;
Commanding favourable investment terms;
Being able to act more rapidly when problems arise in the company that may put their 



investment at risk, while listed managers don’t usually have limited influence over the 
management teams of listed entities;
Not being hampered by the need to meet targeted returns on a year-on-year basis as 
traditional collective investment scheme (CIS) funds do - they aim to maximise the final 
return and manage the investment to meet that target over the long term.

Defining the universe

When considering the universe of funds available for investment, a rigorous process is followed to 
identify skill. As on the long-only side, we search for managers with a well-defined investment 
philosophy, a thorough valuation process, as well as a strong track record demonstrating their skill.

Good private market fund managers tend to be highly specialised and experienced individuals who 
have spent many years in capital structuring before becoming fund managers. Unlike in the long-
only world where skilful managers sometimes produce low returns if their style is not being 
rewarded, in the private market space, managers who have outperformed in the past tend to 
outperform in the future as well. They have the opportunity to learn quickly which behaviours and 
decisions lead to good outcomes, and repeat those. Furthermore, funds that have outperformed in 
the past tend to attract good investment opportunities going forward, which strengthens their deal 
pipeline.

Conclusion

The aim of the Glacier Invest Real Income Solutions remains finding the best investment 
strategies to ensure that a living annuitant can confidently draw an income throughout retirement 
without having to be concerned about running out of money. Exposure to private markets can 
provide superior, inflation-protected returns that are uncorrelated to the listed markets, rendering 
them of great benefit to investors in these solutions.

Our investment strategy is specifically aimed at providing attractive, consistent returns over time.  
Our portfolio of private market funds will therefore continue to evolve to ensure we take full 
advantage of the unique characteristics of private market investing, such as access to diversified 
sources of alpha, the potential for consistent and asymmetric returns, and the deliberate unlocking 
of illiquidity premium.
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The Glacier Invest Real Income Solutions are model portfolios that cover a variety of risk profiles.  Each model portfolio is managed by Glacier 
Invest, and consists of a combination of collective investment funds, hedge funds, smoothing policies and also pooled portfolios of alternative 
investments managed by Sanlam Life.  These solutions are only available to Sanlam Life policyholders.

Glacier Invest is the discretionary fund management offering of Glacier Financial Solutions (Pty) Ltd (“Glacier’’). Glacier has partnered with Sanlam 
Multi Manager International (Pty) Ltd, part of the Sanlam Investments Group, to optimise the investment management responsibilities

This document is intended for use by clients, alongside their financial intermediaries. The information in this document is 
provided for information purposes only and should not be construed as the rendering of advice to clients. Although we have taken 
reasonable steps to ensure the accuracy of the information, neither Sanlam nor any of its subsidiaries accept any liability whatsoever 
for any direct, indirect or consequential loss arising from the use of, or reliance in any manner on the information provided in this 
document. For professional advice, please speak to your financial intermediary.
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